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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
This is Dr. Minjun Choi from NFRI, Korea. Thank you for giving me the chance to talk in this IAEA technical meeting. In this talk, I will introduce 2D observations of various disruptive events in the KSTAR experiments. Detailed 2D measurements allowed to improve our understanding on the disruption process, which would be necessary to develop a mitigation or avoidance strategy of the disruption. In fact, as I will show you later, we could find one way to retard a disruption based on our improved understanding. Before going into details, I’d like to appreciate many helps from collaborators from NFRI, POSTEC, and UNIST for this research.



Introduction
 Most disruptions are caused by nonlinear growth of MHD instabilities

– They are inherently complex process

 High dimensional diagnostics are essential to study the nonlinear 
evolution of the disruptive instabilities
– The better understanding would allow the better mitigation/avoidance or the 

earlier warning

 In KSTAR experiments, various disruptive events have been observed 
by a local 2D electron temperature (𝑇𝑇e) diagnostics (Electron Cyclotron 
Emission Imaging, ECEI)
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Most disruptions in tokamak plasmas are caused by nonlinear growth of MHD instabilities including kink, tearing, and interchange-ballooning modes. Therefore, they are inherently complex process and even in the simulation studies it is not trivial to figure out the detail physical process of the disruption. To understand such complex phenomena, high dimensional measurements are essential to analyze their process in detail. It is obvious that the better understanding would allow the better mitigation and avoidance or the earlier warning. In KSTAR experiments, various disruptive events could be observed by a local 2D electron temperature diagnostics, so called Electron Cyclotron Emission Imaging Diagnostics. 



 In tokamaks, 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅, 𝑧𝑧 ∝ 𝐵𝐵(𝑅𝑅, 𝑧𝑧) ≈ 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡(𝑅𝑅) ∝ 1/𝑅𝑅
 If the plasma is optical thick for radiation at some frequency 𝜔𝜔, 

radiation intensity = black body level, 𝐼𝐼 𝜔𝜔 = 𝐼𝐼BB 𝜔𝜔 = 𝜔𝜔2

8𝜋𝜋3𝑐𝑐2
𝑇𝑇e

KSTAR ECEI diagnostics

 KSTAR ECEI
– 3 ECEI systems at two toroidal ports
– Diagnostics characteristics

• Spatial resolution ~ 2 cm
• Temporal resolution ~ 1 us
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The KSTAR ECEI diagnostics can measure local 2D electron temperature in the poloidal cross section of tokamak plasma. It utilizes 1/R dependency of toroidal magnetic field strength, or the electron cyclotron emission frequency. Note that if plasma is optically thick for a radiation at some frequency omega, the radiation intensity becomes the black body intensity, being proportional to the electron temperature of the emitting volume. The heterodyne detector can collectively measure the EC emission from 8 different radial positions since it can resolve the emission into 8 frequency bands. Array of 24 detectors is stacked in the vertical direction and the large imaging optics enables one-to-one matching between each detector and the corresponding vertical location in the plasma. So, one ECEI system has 192 channels and there are 3 ECEI systems in KSTAR at two toroidal ports. Spatial resolution is about 2 cm and temporal resolution is about 1 us. 



Outline 
 2D observations of various disruptive events

– Sawtooth crash (m=1 internal kink driven magnetic reconnection)
• Off-normal sawtooth crash (m=3)

– Tearing mode disruption
– Interchange mode disruption
– Multi mode disruption (kink + tearing + interchange)
– Anomalous cases 

• Ballooning fingers in density limit disruption
• 𝑇𝑇e turbulence in locked mode disruption

 Retardation of the turbulence-associated locked mode disruption with 
the additional non-resonant magnetic perturbation (NRMP) field
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
From now on, I will show you 2D measurements of various disruptive events from the KSTAR ECEI diagnostics. They will include sawtooth crash, which is known as a result of m=1 internal kink driven magnetic reconnection, and off-normal sawtooth crash with m=3, and tearing mode disruption that happens when the magnetic island of tearing mode is locked, interchange mode disruption by cold bubble, and multi mode disruption that seems to result from combination of all kink, tearing, and interchange modes. I will also report some anomalous cases. For examples, an accidental transport event with ballooning fingers was observed during the density limit disruption. And also, Te turbulence-associated locked mode disruption will be introduced in comparison with a typical tearing mode disruption. We found that this turbulence-associated disruption can be retarded by application of the additional non-resonant magnetic perturbation field which may affect the Te turbulence around the island. 



Sawtooth crash: m=1 internal kink driven disruption

 m=1 kink  Crescent island growth + shrinkage of circular hot core 
Full reconnection until the island is fully grown
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Sawtooth crash is a well known internal disruption by m=1 kink driven magnetic reconnection. These are calibrated 2D Te profiles in arbitrary unit obtained by the ECEI during the sawtooth crash. The first image shows the saturated m=1 kink precursor. After 40 us, we could see formation of crescent island as indicated by black arrow. As the crescent island whose boundary is indicated by blue dashed lines grows in time, the circular hot core shrinks. The crash ends with full reconnection and fully grown island of circular shape. Note that it takes only 200 us. This fast time scale implies that we have to do something before the onset of the island if we want to mitigate or avoid the crash. So, you may think that m=1 precursor should be watched carefully and that is correct for most cases. 



𝑚𝑚 ≥ 𝟏𝟏 kink modes in the ECE image
 ECRH is often used to control the sawtooth crash
 ECRH around q=1 leads to onset of m>1 modes 
 (𝑇𝑇e−⟨𝑇𝑇e⟩)/⟨𝑇𝑇e⟩ images are useful to identify the mode structure
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
However, in some cases, we observed modes with poloidal mode number larger than 1 destabilized when we applied the ECRH to control the sawtooth crash. The bottom left images are 2D Te profiles of kink modes of different m. Flux displacements by kink modes are indicated by red dashed lines. By the way, the bottom right images show normalized Te perturbations of kink modes using delta Te over time averaged Te. You may note that when the poloidal mode number is large, rather than the calibrated Te profiles, the normalized ECE images are more useful. The proper normalization of the ECEI is helpful to show a relative temperature change during some dynamical events. Now, we found the high m modes in the q=1 region, and our natural question is “are high m modes dangerous?”



Off-normal sawtooth crash with m=3
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 3.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.5 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 7.0,
NBI ~ 4.0 MW, ECRH ~ 0.8 MW,
L-mode limiter plasma
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The answer is yes. Indeed, we observed off-normal sawtooth crash with m=3 mode. Discharge is a limiter L-mode plasma with about NBI and ECH. When ECH heating position is approaching to q=1 surface, sawtooth oscillations are observed as shown in the figure. Blue line is the Te measurement at the plasma center and the orange line is from outer region. 



Off-normal sawtooth crash with m=3
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 3.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.5 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 7.0,
NBI ~ 4.0 MW, ECRH ~ 0.8 MW,
L-mode limiter plasma
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
#13723We investigated the ECEI data during one sawtooth crash. The right movie shows the normalized Te images during the crash. As you can see, the m=3 kink was destabilized and slow leakage of the heat is observed as shown in the red graph of top axes. Here, you can see the m=3 island structure by the kink driven magnetic reconnection and the fast heat release occurs when the islands are overlapped poloidally and the region becomes stochastic. So, the 2D data could identify the m=3 off-normal sawtooth crash, implying the importance of high m mode in the internal disruption. 



Rotating magnetic island in the ECE image
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
By the way, I mentioned the magnetic island structure in previous ECEI movie and this slide explains how the magnetic island looks like in the normalized Te images. When they are rotating, the diagnostics in the lab frame would see different part of the magnetic island. Te profile variation of the magnetic island results in a radial phase inversion of delta Te across the X or O-point of the island. Please refer to the illustration for the m=2 island case in the right figure. The O–point and corresponding the radial phase inversion of delta Te of the m=3 island are shown in the bottom left. This radial inversion can not be observed for the normalized Te perturbation of kink mode. So, the rotating magnetic island can be easily distinguished in the 2D images, but what matters is when they are locked. 



Locked mode disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 
𝑞𝑞95 = 4.0, NBI ~ 2.6 MW,
L-mode limiter plasma
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
#8999Now, we move to tearing mode disruption. It is well kwon that the tearing mode often ends up with the disruption when it is locked. This discharge is a L-mode limiter plasma. 2/1 tearing mode was destabilized in the early phase of discharge probably due to the unstable current profile. The right figure shows plasma current, line averaged density, plasma toroidal rotation near the q=2 region, the n=1 mode amplitude, and Te measurements at the center and q=2 region. The island grows in time and it is locked around 1.75 sec. Several locked mode minor disruptions are followed after the locking until the major disruption. 



Sudden expansion of the locked island 
 (𝑇𝑇e − 𝑇𝑇e Ref)/ 𝑇𝑇e Ref

images provide a 
relative 𝑇𝑇e change 
against the Ref period
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발표자
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Investigation of the 2D ECEI data revealed more details. Here, we used a different signal normalization because we need to see evolution of the locked island. We normalized the data against some quasi-steady period called the Reference period. So, these images indicate a relative temporal change against the reference period. They show that the locked mode disruption is a result of a sudden expansion of the locked island. The images 3 and 4 clearly show m=2 island expansion in about 200 us. Te collapse by the m=2 island expansion is indicated by the purple dashed lines. Please refer to the bottom illustration to better understand the image. The reason for the abrupt island expansion is not clear in this discharge, but it is usually expected that coupling with other tearing modes can be important. 



Interchange mode disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.4,
Ohmic plasma with n=1 RMP

– Plasma was pushed to the 
outboard wall by control loss after
several locked mode disruptions
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
#8973Next, we will move to interchange mode disruption. Discharge is Ohmic plasma with n=1 resonant magnetic field perturbation. Plasma was pushed to the outboard wall by control loss after several locked mode disruptions. The right figure shows plasma current, n=1 RMP coil current, line averaged density, and electron temperatures at the center and middle region. The bottom left figure is an EFIT reconstructed equilibrium around 4.0 sec. The pressure profile contraction by the control loss is seen by a decrease of middle temperature which starts from around 3.9 sec. 



Infiltration of cold bubble
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.4,
Ohmic plasma with n=1 RMP

– Plasma was pushed to the 
outboard wall by control loss after
several locked mode disruptions
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We investigated the ECEI data for the final disruption phase and the right movie shows a normalized Te images against the quiet reference period. > You can see infiltration of cold circular bubble expanding full in about 300 us and leading to the disruption. Note that the blinking of ECE intensity is due to the fast electron generated by plasma collapse. This 2D patterns as well as its time scale is similar to what quasi-interchange mode simulation predicted. The forced edge erosion may redistribute the core q profile flat. It is also noteworthy that a similar quasi-interchange mode disruption is observed in the massive gas injection experiment with n=1 locked mode where the profile contraction is caused by the injected gas. 



 Discharge condition
– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 
𝑞𝑞95 = 4.0, NBI ~ 2.6 MW,
L-mode limiter plasma

 Tearing mode growth 
 Mode locking 
Locked mode disruption
 Sawtooth crash 
Major disruption

Disruption by multi mode interactions
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Next, I will introduce a little more complicated case, multi mode disruption. Discharge is a L-mode limiter plasma. Here, successive disruptive events kill the plasma. The bottom right figure shows a normalized Te time trace in different radial position. The yellow highlight indicates a 2/1 locked mode disruption by the tearing mode which appears as a local Te collapse. The orange highlight indicates the sawtooth crash, and the red highlight is the major disruption. Please refer to the profile illustration for better understanding of this process. We can expect that successive collapse of internal plasma pressure and current would make the plasma more vulnerable to additional instabilities. 



Kink + tearing + interchange mode
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In fact, the 2D data found that cold bubble arises near the q=2 region after the sawtooth crash. This cold bubble is indicated by gray dashed line in the ECE images and the 2/1 island X-point is indicated by the white x. Cold bubbles convect inwards and a coalescence between cold bubbles and the magnetic island resulted in entire collapse of the inner region. Note that, in this experiment, we could measure the cold bubble using two ECEI systems at different toroidal ports, and the right figure shows a quasi 3-D measurement of the cold bubble. This measurement shows that a combination of kink, tearing, and interchange mode leads to the major disruption. 



Density limit disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.0, 
NBI ~ 1.5 MW, ECH ~ 0.6 MW, 
H-mode plasma with SMBI pulses
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
#6376What I introduced so far is a disruption with typical MHD instabilities. In the next two examples, I will introduce a little anomalous events. The first one is observed during the density limit disruption. Discharge is H-mode diverted plasma with SMBI pulses. These SMBI pulses caused density rising and the density limit disruption occurred. Overall process of the disruption is similar to that of a typical density limit disruption. Profile contraction by edge cooling is shown in the Te measurements. 2/1 tearing mode was destabilized and it rotates slowly and eventually locked to the disruption. Here, I’d like focus on a small but anomalous transport event indicated by green highlight. 



Density limit disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.0 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.0, 
NBI ~ 1.5 MW, ECH ~ 0.6 MW, 
H-mode plasma with SMBI pulses
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
The 2D measurements found that ballooning finger-like mode is destabilized there and a fast heat release with collapse of finger structure is observed. This fast time scale and clear finger structure may remind of previous simulation results. Although a direct comparison may not be meaningful due to different conditions, this observation could be the evidence of heat transport by nonlinear evolution of ballooning fingers. 



Anomalous locked mode disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.2 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.8, 
NBI ~ 1.0 MW, L-mode plasma 
with n=1 RMP
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
#16150Next one is the anomalous locked mode disruption. Discharge is L-mode plasma with the n=1 RMP field. This RMP field induced the locked mode in this plasma. In the typical locked mode disruption, as we saw before, the largest heat release occurs when the island expands at most. 



The largest heat release by axisymmetric 𝑻𝑻𝐞𝐞 collapse near 
the locked mode region
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.2 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.8, 
NBI ~ 1.0 MW, L-mode plasma 
with n=1 RMP
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[M.J. Choi, IAEA TM, July, 2020][2D observations][𝑻𝑻𝐞𝐞 turbulence-associated locked mode disruption]

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
But, in this case, the largest heat release was observed with axisymmetric Te collapse after the initial island expansion. The right images show relative Te changes after the 2/1 island saturation in the quasi-steady state. The boundary of the saturated island is indicated by purple dashed line. The disruption starts with a little inward expansion of the saturated island as shown in the 2nd image. Then, the axisymmetric Te collapse in the inner region occurs and the massive heat was released. 



𝑻𝑻𝐞𝐞 turbulence near the X-point of the locked mode can play a 
role in the anomalous locked mode disruption
 Discharge condition

– 𝐵𝐵T = 2.2 T, 𝐼𝐼p = 0.6 MA, 𝑞𝑞95 = 4.8, 
NBI ~ 1.0 MW, L-mode plasma 
with n=1 RMP
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[M.J. Choi, IAEA TM, July, 2020][2D observations][𝑻𝑻𝐞𝐞 turbulence-associated locked mode disruption]
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We investigated Te fluctuation characteristics around the island to understand this observation. The summed coherence image which represents the local strength of broadband Te fluctuation shows that it was increased near the X-point of the island before the disruption. The turbulent dissipation may be responsible for the inward expansion of the island and nonlinear coupling between small scale broadband modes and the island can result in the stochastic transport. 



Interim summary of 2D observations
 Sawtooth crash

– Off-normal sawtooth crash (m=3): kink  magnetic reconnection 
poloidal overlapping of islands 

 Tearing mode disruption: sudden expansion of the locked island
 Interchange mode disruption: infiltration and expansion of cold bubble
 Multi mode disruption: kink + tearing + interchange
 Anomalous cases 

– Ballooning fingers in density limit disruption
– 𝑇𝑇e turbulence in locked mode disruption
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OK, this is an interim summary of 2D observations. So far, we showed that 2D Te measurements can reveal dynamical process of various disruptive events. Off-normal sawtooth crash shows that kink driven magnetic reconnection and poloidal overlapping of the m=3 islands can cause the internal disruption. Sudden expansion of the locked island and the infiltration of cold bubble are also observed clearly in the 2D images. A complicated combination of kink, tearing, and interchange mode is also identified. Those observations elucidate the importance of 2D diagnostics to improve our understanding of the disruption process. Moreover, we found that Te turbulence can play a role in some locked mode disruption.



Retardation of the turbulence-associated locked mode 
disruption with the additional non-resonant field
 Turbulence near the X-point seems to play a role 

in a locked mode disruption 
 What happens if we suppress the turbulence by 

varying the local flow shear?
– The non-resonant magnetic perturbation (NRMP) field 

can perturb the flow profile 
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For that case, we may ask one question. What happens if we suppress the turbulence by varying the local flow shear. Can we expect any change of turbulence or disruption process? In order to answer that question, we tried to perturb the flow profile using the non-resonant magnetic perturbation field. Note that the NRMP is also known to be able to change the pressure profile. +pressure profile change by additional non-resonant field [Yu, Gunter, PRL 2000]



Retardation of the turbulence-associated locked mode 
disruption with the additional non-resonant field
 Discharge condition

– The n=1 RMP leads to the violent locked mode disruption
 The additional n=2 NRMP resulted in mild locked mode disruptions
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Dr. Jayhyun did some experiments. He applied the n=1 RMP field to induce the locked mode disruption. The disruption was violent and we could see the enhanced turbulence near the island region as before. Then, he applied the additionan=2 NRMP field to see any change. Interestingly, the first a few disruptions with the n=2 field are more mild. Its time scale is about 5 to 10 time slower than the violent one although they have a similar n=1 mode amplitude. Consistent with our expectation, the turbulence measurement shows no significant Te turbulence around the magnetic island in the mild disruption case. 



Dependence of turbulence strength and flow on the NRMP 
field amplitude
 The stronger n=2 NRMP field resulted in the weaker turbulence near 

the X-point of the n=1 island
– The local flow (and probably shear across the region) is larger with the stronger 

n=2 perturbation field, which might be responsible for the weaker turbulence
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In the follow-up experiment, the NRMP field strength was controlled to see its effect on the turbulence strength. As expected, the turbulence strength was reduced with the stronger NRMP coil current. Note that the local flow and probably its shear across the region is found to be larger with the stronger NRMP field. This shows a possibility of disruption retardation using the NRMP field for the turbulence-associated locked mode disruption. 



Summary
 2D measurements revealed detail process of various disruptive events

– Disruption warning system should consider stability of various MHD instabilities 
including 𝑚𝑚 ≥ 1 kink, tearing mode, and interchange-ballooning mode

– Coupling between multi mode can be more dangerous 

 Retardation of the turbulence-associated disruption
– The better understanding of the disruption process enables the better mitigation 

or avoidance of the disruption
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This is summary of my talk. What we can learn from 2D measurements of various disruptions is that disruption warning system should consider stability of various MHD instabilities including high m kink, tearing mode, and interchange ballooning mode. and also we’d like to note that coupling between multi mode can be more dangerous. The better understanding will enable the better mitigation or avoidance of the disruption as shown in the specific example of turbulence-associated locked mode disruption.Thank you for watching. 
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